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ON	   the 13th of July, a group of 5 SMU Sailing 
members flew to Xiamen, China, for the inaugural Pan-
pacific University Students Sailing Championship on 
one-design J80 boats. Arriving at the Xiamen airport in 
drizzly rainy weather with forecast of a typhoon hitting 
that night, we were definitely in for an exciting week. 
Indeed, the typhoon hit us that same afternoon/night 
and us noobs who were carrying umbrellas were 
struggling to keep them from inverting/flying away 
while getting wet all the same. It probably took us a 
day to realise that umbrellas were useless in typhoon 
weather. 
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That aside, Xiamen took us by pleasant surprise with its modern 
architecture and beautiful murals found along the walls of the tunnels. 
We were even more surprised to learn that Xiamen was just a small 
coastal city like Singapore. If it brings anyone any closer to feeling like 
home, a search on Google concludes that Xiamen is just twice the size 
of Singapore!! 
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The twenty J80 boats were docked in a 
huge-ass marina on the east side of the 
Xiamen island that was otherwise 
relatively empty, a seemingly common 
occurrence with the architecture in 
China. When we finally got everything 
we needed on this strangely foreign 
boat which includes a sexy  blue spin 
and successfully asking a reluctant 
competitor on the procedure for the 
spin, it was discovered that our engine 
was faulty and couldn’t work… what’s 
new for SMU Sailing?  
 
Subsequently after launching, a few 
cabin hoist and drops were essentially all 
we had to accustom ourselves to the J80 
boat which was a far cry from Smuxy 
where we trained in place of the lack of 
an available J80 in Singapore. With just 
barely enough time to configure new 
systems for the foredeck, all boats rallied 
for the scheduled boat delivery around 
half the island.  
 
What started off as a hot sunny day for 
boat delivery deteriorated into stormy 
weather with poor visibility. We could  
 

stormy weather did not persist through 
the night and the next three days of 
racing were blessed with light winds. 
 
As always with SMU Sailors, the three days 
of racing could not be more eventful. The 
passage race on the first day had us 
waking up at an unearthly 3am in order 
to make the scheduled launch at 
5:30am. Although we made it to the start 
l ine at 8am purely by sailing, we 
effectively bobbed around for another 2 
and a half hours before the race finally 
started at 11am. During that time while 
surrounded by muddy water from the 
typhoon, an already rotting dead pig 
floated past us and our dear jib trimmer 
Wei Chong immediately termed it 
Judith’s cousin. A short while later and our 
jib trimmer was feeling an irresistible urge 
to join the pig in the murky brown water 
for some bowel movement. Despite trying 
really hard to seal the deal, the water 
pressure worked against his efforts and 
Chong was left with nothing but a failed 
deal and a dirty backside. 
 
 

hardly see anything 
beyond a five-metre 
radius and Judith was 
shivering in her non-
waterproof jacket 
(while jia wrapped 
h e r s e l f  l i k e  a 
dumpling). We were 
really lucky that the	  

The Water 
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Even though the regatta had a 20-strong 
fleet, the start for the passage race was 
relatively clear for us as less than half the 
fleet made it to the start line in time. With 
l itt le pressure, patchy winds and 
moderate current that working against 
us, the rest of the boats were trapped 
behind. Racing became better as the 
winds gradually picked up, though the 
marks laid did not always tally with the 
coordinates we were given, resulting in 
us constantly searching for visual 
confirmation. After observing the 
American team ahead of us who were 
way more experienced with the angles 
of the asymmetrical J80, helm Collin 
made the call halfway through the race 
to sail way higher angles. The gamble 
paid off when we finished ahead by a 
very close margin of 0.5s to take the 3rd 
place. 
  
The subsequent two days of windward-
leewards saw better racing as the 
remaining boats stepped up their game 

at the starts. What was rather uncommon 
about the round-the-cans racecourse in 
Xiamen was the fact that the finish line 
was upwind. It required all boats to fully 
round the bottom mark in order to head 
to the finish, making the spin drops even 
more crucial.  
 
We had some really good starts but also 
suffered a couple of bad starts whereby 
the teams from China and Taiwan did not 
re spond to ou r shout s to “up” , 
consequent ly becoming t rapped 
between boats with little or no speed 
and losing out. The patchy light winds 
akin to that in Marina Bay also made 
things more challenging as two boats just 
beside each other could be travelling at 
completely different speeds, being in 
different gusts. What was most frustrating 
for us was the fact that our boat was 
unable to maintain height with many of 
the other boats. Our boat had to snake a 
lot just to try to keep up!  
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After a good fight put up by everyone, in particular, Jia who had a bad 
stomachache for the duration of three races and sore throat for the other three (and 
hence no “meow” and “mm ji dou”), the regatta came to a close with us clinching 
the overall 3rd place at the closing ceremony and as usual, having a little too much 
wine and beer. 
 
Off the water, the team had a lot of fun, the girls eyecandy-ing one of the helms from 
the Taiwan team, that is, until he introduced his English name as… Albert. It must also 
be told that our helm sang Chinese songs with strong passion during a particular 
karaoke session with our newly made Taiwanese friends! A little last minute adventure 
to Kinmen for 1 night without booking a hotel beforehand also resulted in us 
discovering the worst vodka that ever existed and the coziness of 7 people in a room 
meant for 3. 
 
All in all, it was a memorable regatta and all of us learnt a lot from it, espcially where 
the American team was so willing to share pointers 
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As a SMU sailor, every race will have no 
lack of its fair share of epic stories. This 
year’s RSYC Regatta was the same no 
less, laden with a good dose of glorious 
moments that shall be passed down to 
many generations of SMU sailors to 
come.  
  
Spluttering engines and rocky 7-minute 
late starts were not enough to deprive 
team SMUve of achieving line honours 
in their first passage race, a feat 
achievable only by our dear skipper 
Calvin Lim. Bowman Vince had his own 
personal shares of glorious moments. 
Nothing proved was too tough to 
handle for this bowman, although cries 
of “why (is this spinnaker) so hard ah” 
were reportedly heard from the bow 
during one of their passage race hoists. 
Rumour has it that luck had a part to 
play as well, as bowman Vince 
decided to sail- not a white SMU Sailing 

RSYC 2013 
Tee, or a navy SMU Sailing Tee, but home-
clothed in what he claims to be his lucky T-
shirt. And a lucky T-shirt it must have been, 
for SMUve overcame the odds, including a 
painful OCS, to emerge first in the IRC B 
class overall in the end.  
	  	  
Taking a leaf out of her helm Yarh Meh’s 
books, every day was a drama day for 
Team SMU Mad, which had its fair share of 
champion moments. His first regatta as a 
helm, Yarh Meh pulled no punches and 
never failed to lead his team to the start-
line on time, although MAD had to 
unfortunately retire due to a snapped 
backstay before the first race. On race 
day two the drama continued as the 
team decided to round the down-wind 
mark for an additional fourth time on the 
last down-wind, allowing SMUve the 
honours of crossing the finish line first. Still, a 
commendable effort for Yarh Meh and 
team SMU Mad for coming in second in 
the IRC B class! 



JMM who emerged fourth overall! 
 
Crewed by ever-enthusiastic freshmen 
Li Wen and Lionel and equipped with 
an ever-efficient engine, things were 
set to be smooth sailing for Team 
Shengli, beginning Boat-D day. The 
team also sailed a good course and 
came as close as SMU Sailing ever did 
to beating the legendary Angel in two 
races, although for now they remain 
unbeatable. Still, kudos to Team Shengli 
for coming in a close second in the J24 
class!   
  
Words do no justice to the drama lived 
and felt on the three RSYC race days.  
 
 

It’s hard not to spot Team JMM from a 
distance, when their all-girl fore-deck team 
was all cheery and chirpy can be heard 
from more than 10 boat lengths away. The 
regatta was one of many firsts for Team 
JMM, with first-time Jia on the bow. Ever-
earnest and diligent, Yujia was spotted 
practising her gybes on the horizon even as 
the boat sailed towards the start-line on 
race day two. Can we expect more female 
bows to join in the legion of bow men and 
women? We’re not sure, although Yujia 
could become a familiar sight on the bow, 
do look out for her at upcoming trainings 
and regattas J A job well done to Team 
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Do come down and join the 
sailors in more merry-making in 
the upcoming 16th Western 
Circuit Sailing Regatta coming 
up on the 167h, 18th and 24th of 
August. We heard our TDO is 
o f f e r i n g a s p e c i a l T D O 
challenge that is up for grabs. ;)  6 


